Alley and Corridor
Implementation of Designs

MEMO
TO:

Mayor Kurtz and the Charlevoix City Council

FROM:

Mark L. Heydlauff, City Manager

RE:

Implementation Strategy for the 2018 Downtown Alley Corridor Vision

DATE:

May 17, 2021

In 2018, the City of Charlevoix received the services of the Sustainable Built Environment Initiative
at Michigan State University to assist us in developing a consensus vision for the alleys and
parking areas to the west of our downtown. In the intervening couple of years, some aspects of
this report have been implemented such as the Junior Main Street improvements to Hoop Skirt
Alley, the pilot implementation of pedestrian-only portions of Van Pelt Alley this summer, and
façade guidelines.
In order to continue the progress toward improvements and implementation of the Alley
Corridor Vision, this following document has been created to supplement the original 2018
document and also to give Council and stakeholder clearer guidance on the next steps needed.
Primarily, we have added rough budget estimates for engineering, considerations for how
underground utilities should be upgraded in concert with above-ground modifications, and
broken the project down into segments to guide decision-making for budgeting, capital
improvement planning, and the potential of private and grant-supported funding. With surfacing
and utility engineering to be completed in 2021, this implementation strategy will make
immediate impact by guiding our engineering consultants towards the direction sought for these
downtown corridors. The plans created in this process ensure our infrastructure improvement
projects are shovel-ready, competitive for state-funding, and compatible with the vision
presented in this strategy.
This vision began as a collaborative project with the Planning Commission, Shade Tree and Parks
Commission, DDA, City Council and downtown business owners. These groups continued to be
engaged throughout the implementation strategy process. Following City Council review of this
draft strategy in late 2020, the plans were then presented to the Planning Commission and
Downtown Development Authority for review and comment. The strategy received support, and
is now prepared as a finalized framework for implementation.
In preparing this document, I appreciate the thoughtful and skillful work of Dean Martin, our
Community Development Fellow who managed the process of pulling various documents,
diagrams and input together from various staff and sources. I also thank Pat Elliott for his
knowledge of our infrastructure and construction projects; Joe Lavender for assisting with maps
and plans; and, Lindsey Dotson whose work with our Main Street businesses and programs gives
life to the built environment we discuss.
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Cost Breakdowns
Unit Cost Breakdown

•

Bike Racks:
$386.76 (single stand)
$1500 (large stand)

•

Planters:
$360.39 (small)
$2,513.94 (medium)
$3,041.34 (large, long)

•

Outdoor Dining:
$1,089.96 (tables)
$615.30 (chairs)

•

Benches:
$2,074.44 (Gretchen)
$1,195.44 (Wellspring)

•

Light Pole: $6,000/unit

•

Dumpster Enclosure: $30,000

•

Big Belly Units: $8,000/2 units

•

Tree Planting: $600

•

Electric Car Charger: $5,000

•

Porous Pave: $200/Tree

•

Water Main: $110/Linear Foot

•

Landscaping: $20/Square Foot

•

Sanitary Sewer: $900/Linear
Foot

•

Cement Surfacing: $500 for
the Van Pelt Bike Area

•

Subgrade Undercut: $27/
Square Yard

•

Brick Wall: $172/Linear Foot

•

Snowmelt System (not
including HMA removal and
replacement):

•

Hot Mix Asphalt (HMA): $240/
ton

•

Brick Pavers: $35/Square Foot
(including HMA removal)

•

Water Service Upgrade:
$2,500

$4-6/Square Foot (Electric)
$5-10/Square Foot
(Hydronic)
•

Tree Lights: $750/Tree

Total Costs: $1,861,636.69 (just highlighted changes) - $3,079,877.81 (complete alley & lot rework)
Currently excluding snowmelt system — total for this system detailed later
•

Bike Racks:

$386.76 (single stand) x12
$4,641.12
OR

•

Light Pole: $6,000

•

Water Main: $110/Linear Foot
840 linear feet | $92,400

•

$1500 (large stand) x3
$4,500

•

Planters:

270 linear feet | $330,000
•

$360.39 (small) x7
$2,513.94 (medium) x1
$3,041.34 (large, long) x5

•

Dumpster Enclosure:
$30,000 x2 | $60,000

•

Electric Car Charger: $5,000

•

Big Belly Units: $8,000/2 units

•

Tree Planting: $600 x9 - x31
$5,400 - $18,600

•

Benches:

69,8oo square feet| $2,443,000

$2,074.44 (Gretchen) x5
$1,195.44 (Wellspring) x3

Highlighted areas:

Landscaping: $20/square foot
1,483 square feet |
$29,660

Brick Pavers: $35/Square Foot
(including HMA removal)
Total resurface:

Porous Pave: $200 x9 - x31
$1,800 - $6,200

•

$17,755.80

$13,958.52

•

Hot Mix Asphalt (HMA): $240/
ton

Outdoor Dining:
$1,089.96 (tables) x5
$615.30 (chairs) x20

•

Subgrade Undercut: $27/
Square Yard

Water Service Upgrade:
$2,500 x2 | $5,000

•
•

$20,242.37

Sanitary and Storm Sewer:
$900/Linear Foot

•

•

Cement Surfacing: $500

•

Brick Wall: $172 / linear foot
110 linear feet | $18,920

35,500 | $1,242,500
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Implementation Sequencing
Listed below are a few possible means of implementing the Corridor and Alley Vision. These methods can be viewed
as independent projects, with no commitment to further development, or the launching point of a total alley and
corridor overhaul. For complete detail on the visual aides, please view the sections of recommended improvements
located in the strategy’s appendix.
North of Hoopskirt Alley
$885,000
The benefit of addressing the areas north of Hoopskirt Alley first (lot
behind Rexall, Clinton to Park Street) comes in that no underground
utility work is currently needed, allowing for a faster impact on the
relevant alleys and corridors.
The bulk of streetscape amenities displayed in the renderings of our
Alley and Corridor Vision are present in the areas north of Hoopskirt
Alley. These streetscape improvements include seating alongside the
back of the 200 block of Bridge Street, 2 parklets, 1 of which is used for
outdoor dinning, and adjacent to Van Pelt Alley, bike racks and
increased lighting. Purchasing street furniture for these areas could
serve to increase the speed at which pedestrians frequent the areas
next to the US 31 corridor, establishing a base pedestrian flow for future
improvements to come.

Hoopskirt Alley and South

$578,000 (+ $427,400 in utility work)
Hoopskirt Alley and the areas to the South (lot near Pedals, lot &
alleyway near the Cinema) should be considered at the same or similar
times due to the infrastructure requirements that need to occur
underground. New water mains will need to be installed beneath the
Mason and Antrim Street parking lots, as well as under Mason Street
(with new Sanitary and Storm sewers in addition). Antrim Street will
undergo complete resurfacing and utility improvements in coming
years, though that is not considered in these costs.
Following the best practice of integrated infrastructure asset
management, resurfacing of lots and alleys to brick pavers will occur
most efficiently occur in line with the infrastructure maintenance and
addition. Doing so will prevent any unnecessary or redundant labor and
supplies in removing hot mix asphalt multiple times for different
purposes.
The highlighted areas for resurfacing hold less square footage than North of Hoopskirt Alley, reflecting the lower
cost. The parking lots in these photos could also be resurfaced to brick pavers, resulting in a far great stormwater
runoff impact, but with it greater costs. These higher costs are reflected in the individual breakdowns, and in the Cost
Totals section.
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Implementation Sequencing
Targeting Potential Pedestrian-Vehicle Overlapping Areas
$969,000+ ($427,400 in utility work)
A possible start of implementation, bringing the streetscape improvements to
areas with both pedestrian and vehicular traffic first might be beneficial for
multiple reasons. The first is that these areas tend to need improvement the most.
The alleys that hold the greatest share of pedestrian traffic, Van Pelt and Hoopskirt,
both recently had improvements and street furniture additions that are well used
and visually appealing. Improving the corridors connecting to these alleys would
help create a consistent experience for downtown patrons exploring the Central
Business District. Another benefit is found in the current lack of utilization. With
less pedestrians and furniture in these corridors, the construction processes will be
less invasive to those shopping or recreating in downtown areas. Another impact
to consider is the traffic calming abilities that could apply to vehicular traffic in
improved areas. With the addition of brick pavers (a different road surface than hot
mix asphalt), decorations, and street furniture, drivers will understand that the
corridors are pedestrian spaces as well, and treat driving down these corridors
more greater caution.

Completing the Investment in Pedestrian Alleys

$435,000
Alternatively, investment in the corridors and alleys could begin with Hoopskirt
Alley and Van Pelt Alley as the first targets. Previous alley investment has proven
successful, with these public spaces quickly becoming a cornerstone of downtown.
Shoppers can often be seen resting with their bought wares, and businesses have
opened with store fronts directly serving customers through the alley. Finishing the
alleys with brick pavers and better lighting could make the most immediate
impact, as these corridors already have a high extent of pedestrian traffic. The
addition of bike racks in the Van Pelt Alley would serve as a hub for cyclists,
promoting connectivity to the city’s downtown by those living distances
inconvenient for walking. Seasonality should be considered when conducting the
improvements to pedestrian alleys to coincide with times that pedestrian and
business use will be least obstructed.
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Implementation Sequencing
Focus on High-Use Additions—$543,000 + ($427,400 in utility work)
As the brick-pavers account for 66.8% of the alley and corridor improvement costs
in plans encompassing just the highlighted areas, it may be more convincing to
improve the functional use of the corridors before tackling the surfacing. This lowcost method would also decrease the time needed to bring impact to the
downtown system, as the physical changes would involve securing the purchased
street furniture, making the needed underground utility improvements, and
creating partnerships for the items that require private investment. However, this
route still might want to consider some resurfacing improvements; the parklets by
the back side of the 200 Bridge Street buildings will not see great use if the surface
remains a parking lot with a curb leading to the buildings (however, this resurface
makes up the bulk of the estimated costs. Without resurfacing, the estimate drops
to $176,635). Further, while landscaping doesn’t provide “use”, improving the
green infrastructure in these lots will complement the functionality of the alleys and
corridors well for the costs involved.
This method of implementation is generally cheaper, but as such the drawbacks of
this approach should be clearly stated. Vertical connectivity will be less realized
than first planned in the Corridor and Alley Vision, as the lack of brick pavers will
not serve to guide pedestrians North-South. The corridor cutting Van Pelt NorthSouth will have no improvements unless amenities are looked at outside of this
report, such as small improvements to the back side façade or enhance lighting.
Lastly, if resurfacing to pavers does occur after the utility additions are utilized, the
money spent on HMA patching will be redundant.
Infrastructure Overhaul— $1,699,560 (includes utilities work)

Concentrating current funding opportunities on the infrastructure of our corridors
and alleys would frontload a majority of the costs, and instantly elevate the
aesthetic value of these areas. As mentioned many times prior, resurfacing these
lots provides an implicit direction to pedestrians venturing off the US 31 corridor,
and would serve to promote private improvements and increase use of the rear
entrances to Bridge Street businesses. This implementation sequence also
promotes integrated infrastructure management, and will have resurfacing occur
during underground utility additions, reducing waste and redundancies. The brick
pavers again work as a traffic calming tool, signaling to drivers that these are areas
to expect greater pedestrian travel.
A focus on the infrastructure improvements would still have to be segmented rather
than attempted all at once, likely considering the utility work as interacting pieces.
The drawbacks to this approach is the strength of the previous; creating a sense of
place out of the usage of the area. Improving the infrastructure in this fashion would
be great for keeping the charm of Charlevoix consistent in its downtown areas, but
the corridors and alleys would still serve as a simple pathway from the parking lots
to downtown, much like their current use. Streetscape furniture and amenities are
the items that transform a corridor from a pass-through area to a destination. It is
highly recommended that the creation of place is considered along with
infrastructure improvements.
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Snowmelt System Implementation—Memo
Snowmelt Info for Corridor and Alley packet to Council
Prepared by Lindsey Dotson in October 2020
Dating back to recommendations made in the Market Analysis conducted in 2016, heated sidewalks have been on
Charlevoix’s wish list for some time. To consider all potential when it comes to the implementation of the Downtown
Alley Corridor Vision we are including the estimates affiliated with installation of a snowmelt system in conjunction
with other possible improvements that would be made. After all, if we are going to be in the business of tearing up
sidewalks/concrete, we might as well do this work too.
In 2017 the DDA explored the potential of “testing” snowmelt on Antrim Street during some infrastructure
improvements that were being performed by the Department of Public Works. We worked with Nealis Engineering in
Traverse City because of their experience doing snowmelt installations there to come up with a rough estimate at that
time without knowing what the energy source would be.
At that time it was estimated that in order to install a system it would cost approximately $164,700 with an estimated
annual operating expense of about $55,000. These figures did not include maintenance expenses. At the time the
DDA voted to not make that investment.
Then in 2019 GMB Architecture + Engineering in Holland, MI was engaged to conduct a site visit of Charlevoix to
start the process of conducting a feasibility study of snowmelt in our downtown. This firm was selected because of
their experience with both the Holland and Grand Haven snowmelt systems. The feasibility study alone would cost
$13,200 which the DDA voted not to spend at that time in order to seek out possible other sources to fund the study.
The feasibility study would help identify a more specific cost associated with installation and operation, comparing
both gas and electricity options based on weather data and expected performance. It would also propose locations
of the installation, possible phases of the project to consider, sources of heat for the system, etc.
Referring to information shared by Nealis Engineering re: snowmelt installation and combining that with information
gathered by our GIS Coordinator on the approximate square footage of sidewalk in the downtown (126,060 – see
map on next page for areas included) the following figures have been reached:
Electric snowmelt installation ($4-6 average cost per sq. ft.): $756,360
Hydronic (gas) snowmelt installation ($5-10 average cost per sq. ft.): $1,260,600
While electric seems to be the more reasonable choice at first glance, these systems can be extremely costly to
operate annually.
Electric snowmelt annual operation/utility costs (based on our local commercial utility rates): $145,000
Hydronic snowmelt annual operation cost (gas): $26,000
One thing worthy of note is that the Hydronic Snowmelt systems are able to use whichever power source is available
whether it be natural gas, propane, solar, or even electric. This flexibility is afforded by the design of the system,
which are tubes that hold propylene glycol fluid. Electric systems are limited to using electricity as a heat source.
All of the aforementioned numbers are rough estimates without complete information about heat source. While
electric systems just plug into junction boxes, a hydronic system needs to have a nearby boiler, circulating pump, and
manifold to operate. The further the heat source is from the system the more costly the snowmelt installation and
operation will be. In Charlevoix the likely most long-term cost effective scenario is to build a new dedicated boiler
plant in the downtown.
While that seems to be outlandish, if we consider the fact that this system could be built into a new mixed use
development in the center of town, vs. being a standalone structure, it could be a bit more obtainable.
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Snowmelt System Implementation—Memo
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Snowmelt System Implementation
Adding an in-ground snowmelt system has widely been discussed in
the past couple of years. It would provide many advantages to the
downtown area and various considerations are given below on the
inclusion of the framework for a snowmelt system in case sidewalks,
alleys and other walkways are improved. However, none of this yet
identifies a heat source to power the snowmelt system. This is intended
to highlight how thinking ahead of the snowmelt system makes more
sense when doing other walkway work than to install piping or wiring
later.
Complete Snowmelt System Addition
Adding a complete Snowmelt System in the downtown would have
tremendous impact not just to the viability of businesses in the winter,
but to pedestrians and residents through the retention of East Park’s
walking amenities. Further, this complete schematic has paths to the
library cleared for winter use, integrating this public asset to the
downtown businesses and parks.
Covering the highest area, this design is the most costly to install and
operate. Installation per square foot could be higher in areas that are not receiving other work, such as brick paver
resurfacing or water main installations.

Bridge Street Storefronts
The least costly strategy while still seeking economic development,
adding sidewalk heating to the front of businesses on Bridge Street
could serve to retain some of the lost consumption that occurs as the
peak and shoulder seasons end. With proper marketing to let visitors
know that Charlevoix holds a winter-friendly downtown, our seasonal
and short-term guests could continue to patronize our businesses in a
period which economic activity typically drops for the city.
This being the smallest build, the operation cost too would be the
lowest. However, further economic analysis (likely in an feasibility or
engineering study) is needed to determine the type of system that
would be best implemented in a build of this size. Discussed in the
memo, the hydronic method of heating is far cheaper to operate but
carries greater fixed costs in both install price (nearly double), and the
supplementary equipment and space needed for operation.
There may be concerns of connectability with this design; while the
businesses will be clear of snow the walkways directing residents from
the neighborhoods and visitors from the parking lots will not be. Patrons
will be able to move from store to store free of winter inconvenience, but
extra snow removal work could entail to promote organic transitions
from the lots, alleys, and corridors to the US 31 business strip.
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Snowmelt System Implementation
Bridge Street Storefronts and Prominent Alleys
Following the economic focus of a municipal snowmelt system but doing
so in a way that features our prominent alleys (Van Pelt and Hoopskirt)
adds an estimated 11,700 square feet for renovation.
The benefits of these additions cover some of what is lacked in the
previous design; connection. In this scheme, those who use vehicles to
travel to downtown will have an easier time accessing the main
economic corridor of Downtown Charlevoix, as pedestrian walkways
connecting 2 of the 3 main parking lots will have snow removal systems.
Benefit is further found in the seasonal viability of businesses that use
these corridors, namely the few that are operating in Van Pelt alley.
One point of consideration is the additional cost for the alleyway
components. Square footage of install is increased by 61.5% if opting to
cover the alleys, while the additional number of businesses served does
not reach that percentage increase. However, a point could be made
that the snowmelt system is ineffective if not serving those from the start
of their downtown experience.
Lastly, the average cost of installation for the alleys may be drastically
lower than that other areas if brick paver resurfacing occurs at the same
time. The dig and pour that would encompass the snowmelt system
could be as high as 3x the cost of the system; if this is already occurring,
the snowmelt system in these areas becomes much cheaper.
Downtown Alley and Corridor Project Scope

This sequence would ensure complete winter use for our downtown
businesses, alleys, corridors, and lots, while offering partial snowmelt
services for the cultural corridor on State Street.
Notable additions from the last sequence include vertical pedestrian
flow opportunities in line with infrastructure and streetscape
recommendations. The North-South unnamed corridors from Antrim
Street to Park Avenue may be a priority for improvement if resurfacing or
utility work is already occurring, or if seasonal programming occurs to
utilize these areas more in the offseason.
In this schematic, an estimated 23,630 (high-level estimate) square feet
of highlighted area (the alleys and corridors) is designated to also have
resurfacing occur. This is roughly 26.22% of the total highlighted area.
As a result, the implementation of the snowmelt system is higher per
average square foot than the “Bridge Street Storefronts and Prominent
Alleys” plan, but less so than the “Bridge Street Storefronts” and
“Complete Snowmelt System Addition” plans. This is assuming that the
highlighted areas for resurfacing occurs; if not, than the averaged per
square foot cost of a snowmelt system is the same across all plans.
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Corridor Funding Opportunities
GENERAL
USDA Rural Business Development Grant
This grant offers a wide variety of potential uses for our corridor improvement vision, with the relevant ones listed
below.
•

Acquisition or development of land, easements, or rights of way; construction, conversion, renovation of
buildings; plants, machinery, equipment, access for streets and roads; parking areas and utilities.

•

Pollution control and abatement.

•

The capitalization of revolving loan funds, including funds that will make loans for start-ups and working
capital.

•

Community economic development.

•

Technology-based economic development.

•

Feasibility studies and business plans.

There is no maximum award amount, but preference is given to smaller award requests.
MDARD 2021 Rural Development Grants
This state grant provides up to $100,000 for infrastructure projects (including both transportation and waste water
purposes), business development, and rural capacity building (such as tourism and cultural initiatives). A 30% match
is required. Applications are due November 19th.

INFRASTRUCTURE
Transportation Alternatives Program
•

A grant focused on pedestrian/bicycle usage, there are features to our corridor plans that could develop a
competitive TAP grant. Some aspects that increase competitiveness include “(Benefiting) state tourism or
economic development initiatives, (including) amenities that increase usability of bicycle and pedestrian facilities,
and (addressing) pedestrian safety deficiencies in traditional/historic downtowns.” Other actions that could
increase the competitiveness of our grant including connecting our downtown and corridors with MDOT and
MDNR priority trails and matching over the minimum requirement for the grant. The minimum amount to be
applied for is $200,000, and the minimum match is 20%.

Transportation Economic Development Fund (TEDF), Michigan Department of Transportation

•

Category B Villages and Small Cities a grant with the maximum match (50%) of $250,000, this program can be
used for any extent of resurfacing beyond regular maintenance. While the program is solely for road
infrastructure/resurfacing, our project will be considered more competitive if the construction overlaps with
necessary utility work (funded separately).

Community Development Block Grant

Corridor and alley improvement provides both economic and community development impacts. Economically,
drawing investment into the areas surrounding the US 31 corridor will permit our downtown corridor to expand into
adjacent streets, making surrounding businesses more viable. The business located in our Central Business District
provide competitive and viable job opportunities for low-to-moderate income individuals, providing tangible
economic benefits for those in our workforce with hospitality, food, and retail skills. Entrepreneurially, the investment
can make surrounding properties more attractive and viable for those looking to start businesses, and with more eyes
and great public access, prospective businesses will have more opportunities to find a successful storefront (such as
those who are currently launching their start-ups from the city-managed business incubator. From a community
development perspective, this project will provide more place-oriented space and offer connectors to our R2 district
neighborhood, which contains many LMI individuals this grant and the City of Charlevoix seek to serve.
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Corridor Funding Opportunities
Infrastructure Improvement Fund
As stated in the 2019-2020 Annual Budget, the cash balance for the this fund is growing and could be allocated for
future projects. Currently, $547,120 sits in the fund, with transfers regularly occurring for major street improvements
and debt servicing. Draining this fund would be ill-advised, so perhaps this could be used for funding gaps or some
scale iterations of the project.
Clean Water State Revolving Fund
This fund provides low-interest loans for improving systems and infrastructure as related to wastewater treatment
improvement, storm water treatment improvement, and non-point pollution control. $300 million is available, and at
this time there is no required min or max for the loan. This funding source could be used for brick pavers, should we
display non-point pollution benefits from this infrastructure design element. The first step to participating in this
program is having a pre-application meeting with the Michigan Department of Environment, Great Lakes, and
Energy.

Water & Waste Disposal Loan & Grant Program
A long-term, low-interest (based on AMI) loan opportunity for rural communities below 10,000 in population. Loans
can be used for storm and waster water collection, transmission, and disposal. Granting may be available based on
project need.
STREETSCAPE

Public Spaces, Community Places
Used prior for Hoop Skirt Alley, precedent was created in helping fund streetscape improvements through
crowdfunding. With the MEDC matching up to $50,000 of private donations, this would be a good tool to address
any funding gaps in streetscape furniture or amenities. Private interest of alley investment has already been noted,
and this could serve to essentially double their investment, while encouraging others.

USDA Rural Economic Development Grant and Loan Program
•

The Rural Economic Development Grant and Loan Program can be used as a revolving loan fund that is
administered to local businesses through the utility companies. The “grant” is given to the utilities to provide
loans at 0% interest for the first round of loans, but interest can be added after. The grant amount must be
returned to the USDA at the end of 10 years. The uses for these loans include community development assistance
to public bodies or nonprofits for job creation or enhancement, business expansion, and financing fixed assets
such as real estate, buildings, equipment, or working capital.

Placemaking Micro-Grants, National Association of Realtors
•

Level 1, $1,500 This grant can be used on temporary design and demonstration of place-making. The specific
activities it can be used on include site preparation, barricades, street furniture, public art, street signs,
landscaping, murals, paint, and other amenities. The REALTOR association must be engaged on the project. This
could be useful for the Clinton Street Parking Lot outdoor seating area behind restaurants, or for objects needed
to promote outdoor vending of retail.

•

Level 2, $5,000 This grant is less specific on what can be funded, stating that parklets, dog parks, alley
activation, plazas, community gardens, and play/fitness areas can all use this grant. As above, the REALTOR
association must be engaged or lead this project. There are specific items that the grant cannot be used for, such
as infrastructure, sidewalks, restoration, repair, or replacement, singe-activity recreation, building construction,
landscaping, or projects over $200,000. This grant could be pursued for additions to Hoopskirt Alley, the parklets
proposed in the schematic plan, or improving the spaces behind the Bridge Street Buildings. 10% match
required by the REALTOR Association. Reimbursement must occur within a year of grant approval.
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APPENDIX
Corridor and Alley
Inventory and Progress Report
This following section focuses on 3 features of our corridor and alley improvement process:
The amenities our alleys currently have, the identified improvements proposed that the city
could possibly implement, and the regional costs and implementation of these improvements,
with regions being different downtown blocks. The regional implementation and costs should
be viewed more as itemized descriptors of what was previously presented; implementing
these changes sequentially by region may not be viable due to infrastructure and utility
additions that need to occur simultaneously across blocks. For better information on
implementing alley and corridor changes, please refer back to the core report.
Geographically, this inventory is split into 3 large sections of our alleys and corridors,
represented by the boundaries formed from the cross-cutting streets. The sections, from
South to North, are Antrim to Mason, Mason to Clinton, and Clinton to Park. All sections are
bounded by State to the west and Bridge to the east.
Throughout the appendix, pictures and renderings are presented that display an
angled perspective on the specific area of the corridors, alleys, streets, and parking lots being
discussed. At the start of each section, there will be a map of the specific block, with circles
designating the location of the perspective and arrows giving directionality to the angle that
the photo was taken. Each set of pictures and renderings has a colored line to the left of the
section, which matches the color of the perspective given at the start of each section.
The implementation report at the end of each section will display the itemized changes
recommended in prior design studies. As noted in the letter to council, these changes are not
mandatory for corridor or alley use, and can be altered as seen fit. The implementation is
simply the itemization and cost descriptions of the changed assets displayed in the alley and
corridor renderings.
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Schematic Plan

An Overview of Recommended Physical Changes:
The Schematic Plan, presented on page 11 of the Corridor and Alley Vision Final Report document, offers
recommendations to the infrastructure and usage of the corridors being studied. Place-making features are
displayed, with gateway entrances noted on all North and South* corridors, and on the East* side of both the Van Pelt
and Hoop Skirt Alley Corridors. Parklets are also highlighted; two are proposed in the block between Clinton Avenue
and Mason Avenue. Some landscaping features appear overlaying current lots; the Clinton-Mason block has trees/
shrubs that would serve as dividers, sectioning off the numerous wide pieces. Further landscaping changes exist by
the Circle of Arts building; however these changes are actions that the nonprofit is responsible for rather than the
city. Dumpster enclosures are proposed in the Clinton Street lot, on both Southeast* and Northeast sides. The plan
also displays an electric car charging station on the West* side of the Clinton Street lot.
Larger physical recommendations include changes to the street infrastructure and parking garages. A wide
investment in street pavers is recommended in the schematic plan, with a paver design present on every corridor,
and in areas of pedestrian only, street traffic only, and mixed traffic. Two locations are outlined for a potential parking
garage, with one over the current Park Avenue parking lot, and the other over the Clinton Lot. If the Clinton lot were
to be pursued, the lot would be in conflict with the landscape and enclosed dumpster ideas also proposed.
No significant traffic flow changes were presented in the schematic plan; the only change proposed was closing
down vehicular traffic prior to the West* gateway on the Van Pelt Alley, which has occurred since the Vision was
created.
*The Schematic Map provided is rotated counter-clockwise 90 degrees. As such, north on the map is east, east is
south, south is west, and west is north.
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Antrim to Mason Street - Design

Current

Proposed

South from the middle of the Mason St. 100 block,
there currently exists parking and an underutilized
pedestrian walkway. The purpose of this path is to
accompany the parking lots while connecting the
back/sides of the commercial buildings in these
blocks. However, as it currently stands, the path serves
no purpose other than as a corridor to exit the area to
the north or south. Aesthetically, travelers are better
served walking east and traveling north through the
vibrant downtown or west and using the cultural
corridor of state street. Full utilization of the central
business district necessitates a change in this corridor,
transforming it beyond a place to park cars to a place
for residents to gather. The goal is to do this while still
keeping the practicality and use of the lots.
The proposed changes to this pedestrian walkway
include resurfacing the path from standard concrete to
brick pavers, adding additional benches, and planting
flowers in the grass easements by the sidewalks
leading to the parking lot. Adding these features
would increase usage of this corridor as a connector
and a plaza for public space, further amplifying the
changes found in the next perspective.
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Antrim to Mason Street - Design
Looking north from the 100 block of
Antrim Street, the corridor leading to Mason
street holds opportunity for utilization that
would promote both place-making and the
business functions of the property occupying
107 Antrim Street. The Vision study saw
opportunity for the movie theater to promote
films currently airing, providing marketing to
those who may be using the space to park
downtown, or to walk through to an
unrelated business downtown. The movie
posters bring a greater sense of vibrancy and
activity to the corridor, making those who use
this space more comfortable. The intentional
marketing of the theater’s product to the side
street indicates that it is a space where
people are, and helps to promote the image
that people belong in this space. Other prescribed amenities include greater foliage, replacing the cement with
brick pavers, and building awnings on the theater’s side façade. The foliage noted includes additional trees
adjacent to the pedestrian path, and flowers, planted both in ground and in fixtures. The brick pavers bring
greater aesthetic quality than standard cement sidewalks, are easier to replace, and provide greater water
permeability to decrease water runoff and stormwater needs. The awnings can provide light fixtures to make the
area safer at night, give shelter to pedestrians during rains, and promote the downtown appeal of the corridor.

Current

Proposed

Current

A perspective from the south side of Antrim
Street, next to the entrance to Oleson’s Food Store,
provides a larger inventory of the proposed changes
to the built environment of this corridor. There are 4
awnings designed into the side façade of the
Charlevoix Cinema, with the movie displays and lights
located beneath each. Flowers are planted into soil
adjacent (north) of the sidewalk on Antrim street. 3
trees are added following the corridor along the
cinema’s side. Shrubs are also planted on the west
side of the parking lot, next to the Village Graphics
building.

Proposed

The largest infrastructure change seen here is the
addition of pavers resurfacing a square of Antrim
avenue. This plaza-style brickwork could push the
downtown visuals further south, further incorporating
Antrim street into destination atmosphere found in
the other areas of the central business district. Other
benefits to this resurfacing can be found in water
permeability, which will decrease strain on the
wastewater management system, its repairability over
standard concrete, and can serve as a visual cue to
vehicle operators to slow down for greater pedestrian
activity.
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Antrim to Mason Street - Implementation

Cost estimates are
included for paving
the entire lot, as well
as just the pathway.

Lot has capacity for 15
trees; 3 were marked
in previous
renderings.

Street scape items are not to scale. Dimensions will differ with models selected.

LEGEND
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Brick Pavers

Planter (Small)

Bike Rack

Storm Sewer

Landscaping

Bench

Sanitary Sewer

Tree

Awning Façade &
Movie Display
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Antrim to Mason Street - Implementation
INVENTORY & COSTS ESTIMATES - Total regional costs - $209,049.71 - $217,649.71
Water Main: 270 linear feet | $110/LF | total cost: $35,100
Water Service Upgrades: number: 2 | $2,500 per unit | total cost: $5,000
Move Mailbox Dropoff: $1,500 ($4,500 if this is standalone)
Brick Pavers:
(Highlighted Areas only): 3,970 square feet | $35 per square foot | total cost: $138,950
(Parking Lot only): 13,000 square feet | $35 per square foot| total cost: $455,000
(Highlighted Areas Plus Parking): 16,970 square feet| $35 per square foot | total cost: $593,950
Landscaping: 400 square feet | $20 per square foot | total cost: $8000
Trees: number: 3-15 | $600 per item | total cost: $1,800 - $9,000
Porous Pave each Tree: number: 3-15 | $200 per unit | total cost: $600 - $3,000
Planter (Small): number: x5 | $360.39 per item | total cost: $1,801.95
Awning Façade & Movie Display: number: 4 | $ per unit | total cost: (This would likely be private investment)
Bike Rack: number: 1—5 (depends on model) | $1,500 per unit | total cost: $3,000

Bench: number: x4 | $2,074.44 per item | total cost: $8297.76
Electric Car Charger: number: 1 | $5,000 per item| total cost: $5,000
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Mason to Clinton Street - Design
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Mason to Clinton Street - Design
Previous

Proposed

Current
Hoopskirt Alley, the corridor centrally located in the 300 block of Bridge Street, was severely
underutilized at the time of the Corridor and Alley Vision. With its placement in the center of downtown
and beautiful gateway signage, the alley had the capacity to serve as a small plaza complimenting the small
businesses and East Park. The visualization called for increased vegetation both in infrastructure and
potted, a painted mural and suspended hoops to make the alley morel lively in its theme, and benches to
transition the alley from an extension of the parking lot to its own place for public gathering. A larger
change, the report visualized the surface of the corridor changed to brick pavers and extended down to
the end of the parking lot.

Many changes have occurred in line with the SBEI recommendations. In 2019 the Junior Main Street
Committee of Charlevoix High School Students partnered with the Downtown Development Authority to
bring some of the proposed amenities to life. With crowdfunding and matching support from the DDA and
the Michigan Economic Development Corporations, the alley was revitalized. Vegetation was added, as
were benches on the left side of the alley and a table on the right. Pictures of historic Charlevoix now line
the right side of the corridor, and string lights dangle above. Recycling and Trash receptacles have been
added to avoid litter. Stained glass art representing Charlevoix was added to the top of the gateway, and a
photo standup sits at the front of the corridor matching its theme.
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Mason to Clinton Street - Design
Current

Proposed

Looking north from Hoopskirt Alley at the backside of the Bridge Street businesses there is
opportunity to improve the experiences of both downtown patrons and visitors. An added emphasis on
backside facades provides multiple points of contacts for potential customers, allowing business to
strengthen their place downtown and optimizing an unused back corridor. The rendering displays the
clothing store J Phillips using the corridor as for merchant activity, increasing the life and market feel of this
area. As with other renderings, there is an increased focus on adding greenery, with small trees and
flowers planted into the infrastructure and potted plants adorning the backside walls and roofs of the
businesses. The corridor is resurfaced with brick pavers in the rendering, signaling a more pedestrian
aesthetic and providing a greater small town vibrancy. Seating is also added near each of the trees, again
to strengthen that this corridor is for pedestrian gathering and use, not just travel. On the very left of the
proposed rendering, there appears to be a planter or two extended out of the corridor, with a man sitting.
This is likely a representation of the parklet noted in the schematic plan. The parklets serve to give
downtown visitors a dedicated space for unwinding, unlike the benches in the corridor, which can be
utilized by those shopping or participating in passive recreation.
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Mason to Clinton Street - Design
Current

Proposed

Viewing the immediate rear of the south 300 Bridge Street block, the Vision proposed improvements
that would increase utilization for the occupants while improving walkability for pedestrians. Currently, the
corridor looks oriented towards vehicular travel, with cracked cement and loose sediment serving as the
traveling surface. Likewise, while the guard rail on the right informs parkers of the boundaries of parking, it
comes with the unintended consequence of segmenting the parking lot and serving as a barrier to mobility
for pedestrian walkers.
A major change recommended by the study is the resurfacing of this corridor to brick pavers. The pavers
will provide a visual cue to drivers that this is a space for pedestrian as well as vehicles, and those partaking
in non-motorized transportation will feel more comfortable using this area. Other changes include new
fencing, seating and hanging flowers near the privately owned building to increase the vibrancy of the
corridor, and replacing the metal guard rail with green infrastructure such as trees, shrubs and flowers. This
will require modifying the surface under the barrier to soil to accommodating the plants.
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Mason to Clinton Street - Design
The east side of the Clinton Street
Parking Lot, nearest to the Bridge
Street Buildings, is an ideal place in
the city to park. With access to the
downtown retail environment to the
east and city hall, churches, and
professional offices to the west, this lot
serves a necessary function that
compliments the city well. Apparent in
the current picture however, is a
disconnect from the cultural and
thriving atmosphere found elsewhere
in Charlevoix’s downtown. The activity
and wonder of downtown is what
makes Charlevoix valuable to all
visitors, whether they live 5 minutes
away or 5 hours. It doesn’t serve the
city well if the magical feeling a small
town emanates is lost before the
visitors leave the parking lot.

Current

Proposed

Proposed

To create a consist atmosphere with
the downtown and cultural corridors,
the Vision study determined that
renovations targeting the aesthetic
should occur. These improvements
include islands with mixed vegetation
and a resurfacing of the lot to brick
pavers. The brick pavers could serve
to not only enhance the visual appeal,
but offer environmental benefit in
preventing water runoff. When rainfall
or spills occur to an impermeable
surface, the water can collect harmful
chemicals or waste before entering
the stormwater collection system. Brick
pavers, offering permeability at the
joints, can successfully trap and filter
water before the contaminants can
enter the local water supplies.
Another feature, noted in the second
design, is the removal on parking
spots to accommodate for patio
dining behind the buildings. This can
increase the capacity of restaurant
dining, provide greater choice for
patrons, and increase the vibrancy of
the corridor.
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Mason to Clinton Street - Design
Current

Proposed

Proposed

The Clinton Street parking lot is a location that is visualized with great potential. Currently, the lot often
sits below maximum capacity, only filling up during events or during peak seasons. As a result, the parking
lot occupies amount of land, underutilized and visually unappealing just seconds away from a thriving
downtown.

Two separate views of what the Clinton Street parking lot could be are seen on the right. The first, on the
top right, displays a full, 3 (4 if utilizing the roof) floor parking garage in the Western most region of the
parking lot. This design would add greater capacity to parking for businesses, visitors, and downtown
residents of Charlevoix. Having the full structure available for parking could likely free up spaces in other
lots (later described in this report) for development, extending the core of downtown.
The second picture (bottom right) provides retail business opportunities as well as parking. While less
spaces would be available than in the first design, it could still increase the capacity of the parking lot
compared to where it currently stands. In this design, the parking lot in front of the development has also
been resurfaced. A non-built environment benefit of this visualization is the extension of the downtown; by
offering businesses a block away from the core retail environment, pedestrian traffic can be dispersed,
making other properties more valuable and economically viable for retail practices. Further, the amenities
proposed in other sections (such as seating, parklets, pedestrian walkways, and public art) would find
greater use if the blocks behind bridge street there were business to pull customers in a east-west
direction, rather than the north-south as is the currently the strongest directional flow of pedestrians in the
central business district.
One improvement can be found across both renderings: the inclusion of greater vegetation in the parking
lot. With the site’s current utilitarian purpose of parking and then leaving, it’s easy to ignore the aesthetic
elements that can give an additional sense of place to the lot. The Vision included a greater emphasis on
adding perennial wildflowers to the curbside, smaller trees dotting the front of store entrances, and larger
trees climbing the sides of the parking structure.
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Mason to Clinton Street - Design
Current

Proposed

The island in the middle of the Clinton Street parking lot connected to Hoopskirt Alley has been
identified as a possible point for shared dumpster use by the businesses of the Bridge Street 300 block.
Here, an open brick enclosure could be erected, extending more towards Hoopskirt Alley than the island
currently does. Two sets of wooden large wooden double doors would secure the enclosure, reducing the
safety risk of dumpster diving. This visualization is also consistent with the perspective looking down
Hoopskirt alley, with resurfacing of brick pavers extend through the parking lot. New shrubs are planted on
the back side to continue the effort of increase vegetation.
The Vision report does not mention how this would impact the fire hydrant that is placed on the island, or,
if it remains, emergency responder’s ability to access it. Further, efforts would need to occur to ensure the
smell of the dumpsters do not impact the increased traffic on Hoopskirt Alley.
A similar dumpster enclosure is noted on the schematic plan in the same lot, north of this location.
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Mason to Clinton Street - Implementation

Cost estimates are
included for paving
the 3 lots as well as
the highlighted
portions.

Street scape items are not to
scale. Dimensions will differ
with models selected.

LEGEND
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Mason to Clinton Street - Implementation
INVENTORY & COSTS—Total regional costs (highlighted) — $1,112,172.81— $1,115,792.81

Full rehab, water, sanitary, storm, sidewalk, curb (doesn’t include electric bury/370’, only conduit): $330,000
Brick Pavers:
(Hoopskirt Alley) - 5,000 square feet | $35 per square foot | total cost: $175,000
(Alley South of Hoopskirt) - 4,000 square feet | $35 per square foot | total cost: $140,000

(Parking Lot North-East of Hoopskirt) - 9,900 square feet | $35 per square foot | total cost: $346,500
(Total highlighted) - 18,900 square feet | $35 per square foot | total cost: $661,500
(Parking Lot by Petals) - 11,400 square feet | $35 per square foot | total cost: $399,000
(Parking Lot North-West of Hoopskirt) - 9,900 square feet | $35 per square foot | total cost: $346,500
(Complete brick paver resurfacing) - 40,200 square feet | $35 per square foot | total cost: $1,407,000
Landscaping: 669 square feet | $20 per square foot | $13,380
Trees: number: 5-15 | $600 per item | total cost: $3,000—$9,000
Planter (Small): number: 2 | $360.39 per item | total cost: $1,081.17
Planter (Large): number: 6 | $2,513.94—3,041.34 per item | total cost: $17,720.64
Awning Façade: number: 2 | $ per item | total cost: ((This would likely be private investment)
Bench: number: 5 (2 Gretchens, 3 Wellspring | $1,195.44—$2,074.44 per item | total cost: $7,735.20
Outdoor Dining Table: number: 5 | $1,089.96 per item | total cost: $5,449.80
Outdoor Dining Seats: number: 20 | $615.30 per item | total cost: $12,306.00
Dumpster Enclosure Build: number: 2 | $30,000 per enclosure | total cost: $60,000
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Clinton Street to Park Avenue- Design
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Clinton Street to Park Avenue- Design

Current

Proposed

Van Pelt Alley serves as a connecting corridor between the downtown and Charlevoix’s upper Southside residences. The goal of corridor and rear building improvement is not just to create space for visitors, but
to encourage increased downtown use from residents as well. As such, improvements made to our alleys and
connecting paths should not just target the areas between the parking lots and Bridge Street, but extend all the
way to our medium density neighborhoods as well. 61% of residents in the market snapshot responded that
they visit downtown at least once a week, with a majority saying they visit frequently. Improving our corridors
could make the downtown experience more enjoyable for those that use the paths often, and could possibly
expand usage among the minority that don’t often visit downtown (20.2% - every couple of weeks, 18.1% - less
often).
Multiple changes to the built environment are recommended to make Van Pelt more desirable to pedestrian
traffic. The first is the addition of brick pavers from State Street to Bridge Street. The pavers serve to better
inform vehicular drivers that it is a shared space with pedestrians, increasing safety, while also amplifying the
downtown aesthetic of the path, increasing visual appeal. Further enhancements to visual appeal include
planted flowers lining the south side of the path, and a light pole just past the United Methodist Church. More
focused on utility, the Corridor Vision also includes bicycling parking area behind the Circle of Arts building,
giving those who preferred non-motorized transportation to driving or walking a formal place to park their
bikes. This area would be separated from the present parking lot and white a stone wall, as seen just past the
bicycles in the rendering.
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Clinton Street to Park Avenue- Design
Previous

Current

Proposed

Proposed

Van Pelt Alley between the Park Street Parking lot and Bridge Street has relatively high activity compared
to other areas behind the Bridge Street buildings. While the businesses that inhabit this corridor (currently the
Cantina, True North Interior Design, Salon Beautiful You, the Salad Fork, and Cherry Republic) can account for
most of the high activity, it does serve a demonstrative purpose in that if there are activities and place-oriented
amenities in our alleys, visitors and residents will better use them. Further, the success of these business away
from US 31 also proves the viability of commercial expansion; the focus of downtown Charlevoix does not have
to lay solely on Bridge Street.

At the time of studying our corridor and alley needs, Van Pelt Alley was severely underutilized and unattractive.
There was little in the way of streetscape, with the only objects occupying the corridor including traffic cones,
fencing and fencing. The sides of buildings ranged from lacking decoration to near blighted, with 217 Bridge
Street (building on the left) lacking any facades or exterior improvements, and 221 Bridge Street (on the right)
having boarded windows.
Improvements have occurred that vastly increased the condition of the alley since the first corridor vision.
Planter boxes holding flowers now block the alley before the 4 way intersection, designating it as a zone for
pedestrians (however, deliveries are still possible north-south through the corridor). A back-side façade has
been added to 217 Bridge Street, and flags are now adorned on the side of this building. Since the previous
photo, a pick-up eatery was added to the building, and tables in the alley allow for outdoor seating. 221 Bridge
street also has a side façade, and serves as the exit for the Cherry Republic store. A pole with hanging string
lights stands near the outdoor eating section of the Cantina. Changes proposed that are yet to be made
include resurfacing to brick pavers,, and adding wooden beams over the alley between the two bridge street
buildings.
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Clinton Street to Park Avenue– Implementation

Street scape items are not to
scale. Dimensions will differ
with models selected.
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INVENTORY & COSTS - Complete regional cost - $477,850
Brick Pavers: (6,630 EW, + 6,000 NS) 12,630 square feet | $35 per square foot | total cost: $442,050
Landscaping: 414 Square Feet | $20 per square foot | $8,280
Trees: number: 1 | $600 per item | total cost: $600
Brick Wall: 110 linear feet | $172 per linear foot | total cost: $18,920
Cement Surfacing: total cost: $500
Street Light: number: 1 | $6,000 per item | total cost: $6,000
Bike Rack: number: (depends on model) | $1500 per item | total cost: $1500
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